
CFR EARLY INSIGHT #34
Re-Imagining the Physical Store

Center for Retailing (CFR) at the Stockholm School of Economics has a mission to prov ide high-level academic education and 
to conduct world-class research on retailing in close collaboration with the Swedish retail industry. CFR Early Insights is a 
breakfast seminar series through which CFR faculty members share insights from ongoing research projects. The series prov ides 
a platform for employees at our partner companies to meet and discuss current challenges in retailing.
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Gamla Enskede, Stora Gungans Väg. 
”Rädda våran Mataffär” år 1980. 
Foto: Okänd / Flickr



W HERE W E ARE TODAY

▪ 31 630 stores in Sweden

▪ 2017-2022: - 8-9%

▪ Low price (+)

▪ Apparel (-)

▪ 62% are part of a retail chain 

▪ 82% of revenues
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# stores / revenue mSEK, 2022

HUI Sveriges butiker 2022 Svensk Handel, Läget i Handeln 2023
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Number of stores per 1,000 inhabitants, 2018-2022

www.handelsfakta.se
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Leveraging in-store technology and AI: Increasing customer and 
employee efficiency and enhancing their experiences
Dhruv Grewal, Sabine Benoit, Stephanie M. Noble, Abhijit Guha, Carl-
Philip Ahlbom, and Jens Nordfält

Immersive retailing: The in-store experience
Henrik Hagtvedt and Sandeep R. Chandukala

More than machines: The role of the future retail salesperson in 
enhancing the customer experience
Alec Pappas, Elena Fumagalli, Maria Rouziou, and Willy Bolander

The Future of physical stores: Creating reasons for customers to visit
Els Breugelmans, Lina Altenburg, Felix Lehmkuhle, Manfred Krafft, Lien 
Lamey, and Anne L. Roggeveen

Innovations in retail delivery: Current trends and future directions
Brian Ratchford, Dinesh K. Gauri, Rupinder P. Jindal, and Aidin Namin

Reimagining personalization in the physical store
Thomas P. Scholdra, Julian R.K. Wichmann, and Werner J. Reinartz

Dynamic pricing: Definition, implications for managers, and future 
research directions
Praveen K. Kopalle, Koen Pauwels, Laxminarayana Yashaswy Akella, and 
Manish Gangwar

Retailing groundedness: How to improve customer experience, brand 
perceptions, and customer loyalty through feelings of groundedness
Gianna Bruckberger, Christoph Fuchs, Martin Schreier, and Stijn M.J. Van 
Osselaer

The store of the future: Engaging customers through sensory elements, 
personalized atmospherics, and interpersonal interaction
Authors: Courtney Szocs, Yeseul Kim, Mikyoung Lim, Christian Arroyo 
Mera, and Dipayan Biswas

Localized globalization through structures of common difference and 
the in-store curation of a glocal retailscape
Hope Jensen Schau, Melissa Archpru Akaka, Rodrigo Costa Segabinazzi
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THE PHYSICAL  STORE AS

a physical space that consumers enter and that facilitates, directly or indirectly, 
customers’ progression along the shopping journey by providing them with 

benefits related to: 

▪ Discovery

▪ Convenience

▪ Customization

▪ Community

▪ Shoppertainment
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Brugelmans et al (2023)
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Brugelmans et al (2023)
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DISCOVERY IN  PHYSICAL  VS.  D IGI TAL  STORES

▪ The physical store is better at attracting new customers and building 

awareness

▪ The online store is better at keeping old customers and reinforce loyalty

▪ The physical store is better at stimulating new product, impulse and sensory 

purchases

▪ The online store is better at stimulating habitual purchases and private labels 
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Non-Grocery

Chang & Zhang, 2016; Wang and Goldfarb 2017

Dawes and Nenycz-Thiel 2014, Kolesova et al 2018

Huyghe et al 2017, Pozzi 2012, Wang et al 2017Grocery



ADDING BR ICKS TO CL ICKS

▪ The new offline channel attracts new customers, meaning that there is little 

cannibalization on the existing online channel

▪ The overall effect is positive in terms of total sales and profits 

▪ Trade areas with characteristics amenable to digital retailing (e.g., younger 

population, more household income) profit less

▪ Customers with high pre-additional channel sales showed a smaller increase 

than those with low pre-additional channel sales
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Maier et al 2023
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But also:

Walmart closed all 102 small-format Express stores in 2016 

Amazon closes several of its Go convenience stores in 2023 

Since 2023 UK based Iceland no longer open convenience or “Swift Stores”

Cf. Dekimpe et al 2023



▪ Supply side factors

▪ Initial share has a strong negative effect on offline performance – larger baskets in 

hyperstores seems to be traded for smaller baskets in proximity stores

▪ Can be counteracted by simultaneous investing in hypermarkets 

▪ Drive solutions moderate the effect on online performance – pickup points for online 

orders work synergistically with the small-format in building online share yet retract from 

the offline position.

▪ Demand side factors

▪ Trade areas with characteristics amenable to digital retailing (e.g., more time-pressure, 

commuting, female workers) reduce overall offline performance
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Dekimpe et al 2023
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“A first managerial takeaway is 

therefore to not uniformly roll out 

the proximity format across all

geographic markets

… a holistic approach to

assess the chain’s channel 

operations is called for, not only

between the off and online, but also 

within the various offline formats”

Dekimpe et al 2023
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Brugelmans et al (2023)
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Brugelmans et al (2023)
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OBSERVATION #1
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INVESTM ENTS IN  INNOVATIONS

▪ On average the innovations attain low scores on the likelihood-to-use scales

▪ Most respondents are largely indifferent or unlikely to use innovations

▪ Averages, however, mask significant differences between consumers in their 

reactions

▪ Be strategic about which customer segments to target when propagating 

innovations. 

▪ In the short term, likely a niche strategy is most suitable, with the passage of 

time it may evolve into mass market
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Ratchford et al 2023
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“Overall, retailers need not copy 

each innovation their competitors 

offer; rather, they need to be 

customer oriented and clearly lay 

out the value of each innovation as 

they start offering them.”

Ratchford et al 2023
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ENABL E EM PL OYEES THROUGH TECHNOL OGY F IRST?!

Bonetti et al (2022)



OBSERVATION #2
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COL L ABORATION/PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNI T I ES

For whom is this physical space also of interest?

▪ Store in store

▪ Pop up store

▪ Store as a service

▪ Store as a medium
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RETA I L  M EDIA  
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OBSERVATION #3
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▪ A technologically enabled socioeconomic system with five key 
characteristics 

▪ Temporary Access

▪ Transfer of Economic Value

▪ Platform mediation

▪ Expanded Consumer Role

▪ Crowdsourced Supply

▪ (System for assessing quality)

▪ (Users and owners equal)
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Post-Purchase/
Circularity



CONCL USIONS

▪ Physical stores will remain important in retail, but their functions will continue 

to change. Technology does not cause these changes, retailer and 

consumer decisions and actions related to technology do. 

▪ When reimagining the physical store, thinking about different consumer 

benefits and how they best fit with a specific location is key – one size does 

not necessarily fit all.

▪ The infrastructure offered by physical stores is a key resource in the future, 

consider how it could be leveraged for collaborations as well as 

transformation towards more sustainable consumption.
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September 25

“Service Robots and their Effects on Customers” with Magnus Söderlund

November 13, 

“Making Retail Circular: The Role of Consumers” with Aylin Cakanlar

Thoughts, comments, ideas:
karl.strelis@hhs.se

NEXT CF R  EARL Y  INSIGHTS



F OL L OW US ON INSTAGRAM :  @CENTERF ORRETAI L ING
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